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It was not until she was 70 that her mother, Hanna Mann, was able to recount her 
horrific experiences, says Malka Zissman (left). Also Zissman´s aunt, Holocaust 
survivor Gizella Mann, shares her memories with the students of MiGy. 

„Just be good people.“
  

History  Hanna Mann was an inmate of the KZ satellite camp in Geislingen. Her 
daughter speaks about her mother's fate to students. by Stefanie Schmidt 

About 300 students are sitting in the cafeteria of Michelberg High School last Friday 
afternoon. Yet it is almost completely quiet in the room: the young people listen 
attentively to Malka Zissman. In English, the former history teacher from Israel 
tells the story of her mother Hanna Mann, who was interned in the Geislingen 
concentration satellite camp as a girl. 

Until she was 15, Hanna had lived with her parents and four siblings in a small 
village in Transylvania, Romania. Her mother was a good student, says Malka 
Zissman. The grandmother had a small corner shop, the grandfather was a primary 
school teacher. "Everything was quite normal, then suddenly it started." After 
Hungary had annexed Transylvania in 1941 on the orders of Nazi Germany, 
expropriations, humiliations and violence had henceforth become the order of the 
day. When the Germans finally occupied Hungary in 1944, they also started the 
extermination machine there. 

Hanna, her parents and siblings and other Jewish families from her home village 
were put on a train and deported to Auschwitz. Together with her family, Hanna 



stood there in a row during the "selection", Malka Zissman describes impressively. 
An officer grabbed Hanna by the sleeve and dragged her to the other side - to the 
prisoners who were classified as "fit for work." "That saved my life," her mother 
Hanna told her. The other prisoners, including many elderly people and children, 
were murdered in the gas chambers. Hanna's parents would have actually been 
able to work, but they had not wanted to part with their smaller children. Hanna 
should never see them again. Her entire family was murdered in the extermination 
camp. 

After a short time, Hanna was taken to the KZ satellite camp in Geislingen as a 
forced laborer. There she had to work hard every day: either from six in the 
morning to six o'clock in the evening or from six in the evening to six o'clock in the 
morning. Many inmates were teenagers like 15-year-old Hanna. "They were all your 
own age," Malka Zissman explains to the students.  For her mother everything was 
a matter of survival: "You work, you live." 

But Hanna never gave up hope for freedom, says Malka Zissman. Once her mother 
told her how she saw a bird in Auschwitz, which flew over the electric fence from 
the camp. "Being free again like a bird - she took that dream with her." 

In April 1945, the dream finally came true. But where should Hanna Mann go after 
her liberation? "She had no house, no family, no money," says Malka Zissman. At the 
age of 18, when her daughter Malka was just half a year old, Hanna Mann finally 
found a new home in the state of Israel, which had just been founded. 

For a long time, Hanna Mann did not tell her children about her ordeal, Zissman 
explains. She did not want to impose this burden on them. Only when she was 70, 
did she first describe the terrible experiences. 

"Spread love, not hate in the world. That's your job, "Malka Zissman tells the 
students. "Just be good people." 

Afterwards, Holocaust survivor Gizella Mann (88), Malka Zissman´s aunt, addresses 
the students: her story is very similar to that of Hanna Mann, she said. As a 15-
year-old she was deported from a Hungarian town to Auschwitz, where a large part 
of her family was murdered. As a forced laborer, she ended up in a warehouse near 
Porta Westfalica near Hanover. Toward the end of the war she was pushed from 
camp to camp, says Gizella Mann. As part of the Bernadotte action, she was finally 
able to make it to Sweden and later she emigrated to Israel. 

"I trust you that you will never let anything like that happen again," says Gizella 
Mann, who impressed the students with her warmth and her deep humanity. "Do 
not let agitators convince you of anything negative!" she warns. Whether she ever 
felt hatred for the Germans, a teacher asked the 88-year-old in conclusion. "not 
hate, but rage," she replies. "We have seen what hatred does. Why should we 
continue with it? "


